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forces G, H acting at B and <7 are measured by the astatic moments JBT2, #3j Art. 10. The axes Ox', Oy', Ozr being tlie axes of reference, the coordinates of £ and G are respectively «2, &2, c2; «8, 63, cs. Since K^ acts parallel to Oy', its moment about GJS' is -BT2a2, and since Jfs acts parallel to Oz' its moment about Oy' is ~JT3a8. In the same way their moments about Ox' are IiT3&3 and -Kc . Equating these to the moment of R acting along Px" and of T we have the same results as before.
40. When the body is rotated about Ox, the direction cosines a2, as are invariable. It follows that the straight line whose position is determined by the equations (2) and (3) is fixed relatively to the forces. Hence we infer, that, when the body is rotated about an axis passing through the central point and parallel to the principal force, Poinsot's axis always coincides with a straight line fixed in space.
This straight line traces out a right circular cylinder in the body whose radius p is given by the equation
£*p* = K£af + Kfat.....................(4).
This cylinder is fixed in the body and moves with it. In one complete revolution of the body each generator in turn passes through the straight line fixed in space and becomes the Poinsot's axis for that position of the body.
Referring to the figure of Art. 38, the axis of this cylinder cuts the sphere of reference in R. We may also imagine the sphere of such size that the cylinder envelopes it along the circular boundary of the figure. In the figure the direction of the force R and the generators of the cylinder are supposed to be perpendicular to the plane of the paper.
As the body turns round OR as its axis, the clotted part of the figure remains fixed in space while the part indicated by the continuous lines moves round R.
Let a plane through the axis of the cylinder and the straight line fixed in space cut the sphere in the arc JRP. Let RP produced backwards cut the circle GH in P'. Then the position of P or P' may be found from the equations
tan(SP = tanGP/=^ = ^!-...............(5).
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In every position of the body Poinsot's central axis is a straight line drawn through P perpendicular to the plane of the circle GH. Here P is distinguished from P' by the sign of either •?/ or f' as given by the equations (2) and (3).

